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About This Content

As the first diesel locomotives to be built at BR’s Darlington Works, the Class 24 was built as part of the British Rail
Modernisation Plan in the late 1950s.

The Class 24 was a Sulzer Type 2, Bo-Bo diesel-electric locomotive built between 1958 and 1961, incorporating numerous
elements such as off-the-shelf standardised components used for manufacture, including a Sulzer 6LDA28 diesel engine and a
735Kw British Thomson-Houston (BTH) electric transmission, producing a total of 1,160hp resulting in a top speed of 75mph

(120km/h).

Built at BR’s Derby, Crewe and Darlington Works, Class 24s could be seen running services initially around Derby and Crewe,
but eventually across the British Rail network hauling both passenger and freight. Fifteen of the original 20 locomotives were

put into use on the Southern Region as the Kent Coast electrification scheme was behind schedule, and could also be spotted in
the Eastern Region, London Midland Region, Wales and Lancashire.

Class 24s also took over Condor freight services from London to Glasgow, replacing Class 28s, and became the foundation for
the later Class 25 model.

The first Class 24 to be withdrawn from service was D5051 in November 1967 and by 1979, all but three Class 24s had been
withdrawn from service, 14 of which were scrapped before receiving a TOPS number. The final locomotive, 24081, was

withdrawn in October 1980.

Today, only four of the Class have survived into preservation, D5032 and D5061 at the North Yorkshire Moors Railway, D5054
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at the East Lancashire Railway and 24081 at the Gloucestershire & Warwickshire Railway.

The BR Class 24 for Train Simulator recreates the locomotive as it operated for British Railways throughout the UK in the
1960s, and is available in British Railways corporate blue/grey livery. Also included are BR Mk1 coaches in corporate blue/grey

livery and 40T YGH ‘Sealion’ ballast wagons.

The locomotive is also Quick Drive compatible, giving you the freedom to drive the BR Class 24 on any Quick Drive enabled
route for Train Simulator, such as those available through Steam. Also included are scenarios specifically for the Weardale &

Teesdale Network route (available separately and required to play these scenarios).

Scenarios

Three scenarios for the Weardale & Teesdale Network route:

Mickleton to Darlington

Durham to Darlington

Shildon to Brandon

More scenarios are available on Steam Workshop online and in-game. Train Simulator’s Steam Workshop scenarios are free and
easy to download, adding many more hours of exciting gameplay. With scenarios being added daily, why don’t you check it out

now!

Click here for Steam Workshop scenarios.

Key Features

BR Class 24 in corporate blue/grey livery

BR Mk1 coaches in corporate blue/grey livery

40T YGH ‘Sealion’ ballast wagons

Quick Drive compatible

Scenarios for the Weardale & Teesdale Network route

Download size: 440mb
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Minimum:

OS:Windows® Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:6 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos

English,French,German
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Love ages of empires but too many glitches within the first hour of playing this dlc. cannot waypoint townhalls without crashing,
reinforcements never show up because i clicked right as the cutscene happened so i was left with some population i could not
access. After running into these glitches i decided to call it a night. So far not too happy with my purchase.. Come for fun, stay
for pudding. Hilarious and fun, though kind of short. Also a ton of reference from 100% Orange Juice can be found here, which
is great because I love both game's stories.

...but just who the hell is Kyupita?. This game has the best ♥♥♥♥ing animation i have ever seen the graphics are the best , i
♥♥♥♥ing cummed when i saw the graphics and animation plus the voice acting,and the weapons are the best. ♥♥♥♥ING
BUY THIS GAME IF YOUR LOOKING TO BUY A GREAT GAME. Pretty good dungeon crawler. First of all it's casual,
means - easy and relaxing. Secondly - it's well done: visuals, sounds, humor are polished, I haven't encounter a single bug. It's
pretty addictive and doesn't let you (me) go until it's done.

Though the game value entertaining-wise is a bit low, as well as there are some poorly designed elements:
- only paladin class is viable skills-wise, other classes feels like total crap;
- very high difficulty level of first dungeon in act 3 (before you are able to get 10 buffs, that's what I mean);
- there are mobs what steal items and mobs what steal spells, those makes game harder and less fun;
- dwarf with gun shooting for coins doesn't fit (coin can remove mob with 30 hp, while dward does 3 points of dmg) and
appears way too often;
- bomb crafting can become very tedious at some point..

Buy it with discount and enjoy.. A pretty solid and enjoyable HOG.. This game feels like a port of a tablet game like Tentacle
Wars. There are (rather) long periods of time that you have to wait while the game switches from one scene to another-- which
really has no excuse given how simple the game is. It's a buck, but it's a wasted buck given you can play the same game (with
different graphics) on a tablet for free.. I loved this game. It's somewhere between reading a can't-put-it-down book and playing
an RPG. I hate reading books, but Choice of the Pirate (and all the other "Choice" games I've played) is way better. This one
was particularly well-written, had good romance options, and really captured the swashbuckling adventure spirit.
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I have only played less than an hour and that's really all you need to see. So far from what I have played the game still feels like
it's in Early Access. The voice acting isn't very good and the game doesn't run smooth at all. It almost feels like playing a game
that is being streamed rather than something that was downloaded on my PC. Myself and a couple of other people have also
noticed that you can't change the setting without it going back to the default settings after you hit apply. Now these issues (not
the voice acting though) I'm sure will get fixed in a future patch. But for the $16.99 at the moment and it will go up to $19.99
once the sale ends. I would hold off on this game untill these issues are fixed.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=bdzHR1a03tk&list=UUUI5L-pyfuGa2l_IlG1d7_Q. I love the game, that's why I bought
this extension - it's the Steam site/ app that i find really hard to use and counter intuitive. I actually have serious trouble
installing the game.... Great game 10/10, killed a guy with a trident.. You are often hurt with each move, yet no way to know
how to prevent it. ??. This is the mot enjoyable Rpg game I have played in a while. Character design and game style gives me
feeling like good old times. There are lots of reading in this game. Fun quests and interesting story. I totally recommend this
game.
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